“Enjoy greater stability, resulting in improved accuracy, even when delivering a large number of shots at a target in rapid succession.”

Features And Benefits
- Compatible with Glock models: G17, G20, G21, G22, G24, G31, G34, G35, G18 including the Long (L), Compensated (C), and Rough Textured Frame (RTF) versions of each
- Enjoy the familiarity of using your favorite AR-15 / M16 / M4 shoulder stock
- Compatible with all AR-15 / M16 / M4 receiver endplate sling adapters
- Increased stability when using your handgun
- Greater stability means increased accuracy and control
- Reduces shooter fatigue by re-distributing the felt recoil and weight of the handgun
- Quick and easy to attach (no weapon alterations necessary)
- No interference with the usual operation of your handgun
- Easily concealed under a light jacket when attached to handgun
- Lightweight body made from high strength fiber reinforced thermoplastic
- Stainless steel detent retaining pin, tethered by a stainless steel chain lanyard
- Very solid fit. Adapter feels integral to the handgun
- Enjoy a natural, comfortable shooting position with a stock connected
- No tools necessary for installation
- Made in the USA

Additional Benefits For Law Enforcement
- Can be fielded for a fraction of the cost of a patrol rifle
- Practical for bike patrol, horse mounted officers, marine officers and foot patrol
- Improved tactical abilities in situations where there is no time to wait for SWAT
- Decreased departmental liability & litigation exposure
- Lower additional training costs over patrol rifle use
- Increased officer survivability during critical incidents such as active shooter scenarios

Preferred By Bodyguards And Security Personnel
Not Intended For Military Use

Specifications
- Length: 5.42 in (137.73 mm)
- Width: 1.63 in (41.28 mm)
- Height: 4.67 in (118.58 mm)
- Weight: 4.62 oz (131 g)
- Material: Fiber Reinforced Thermoplastic
- Color: Black

Visit the WEAPON PROFILER www.weaponprofiler.com to configure with shoulder stocks and accessories

Tactical Stock Adapter
Glock Edition (Model: TSA-G) $154.99 MSRP

Allows any AR-15 / M16 / M4 shoulder stock to be used with a Glock

Endo Tactical Everyday, No Days Off